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ABSTRACT
In contemporary code review, the comments put by reviewers on a specific code change are immediately visible to the other reviewers involved. Could this visibility prime new reviewers’ attention (due to the human’s proneness to availability bias), thus biasing the code review outcome? In this study, we investigate this topic by conducting a controlled experiment with 85 developers who perform a code review and a psychological experiment. With the psychological experiment, we find that ≈70% of participants are prone to availability bias. However, when it comes to the code review, our experiment results show that participants are primed only when the existing code review comment is about a type of bug that is not normally considered; when this comment is visible, participants are more likely to find another occurrence of this type of bug. Moreover, this priming effect does not influence reviewers’ likelihood of detecting other types of bugs. Our findings suggest that the current code review practice is effective because existing review comments about bugs in code changes are not negative primers, rather positive reminders for bugs that would otherwise be overlooked during code review. Data and materials: https://doi.org/10.5281/zenodo.3653856
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1 INTRODUCTION
Peer code review is a well-established practice that aims at maintaining and promoting source code quality, as well as sustaining development teams by means of improved knowledge transfer, awareness, and solutions to problems [3, 5, 27, 41].

In the code review type that is most common nowadays [7], the author of a code change sends the change for review to peer developers (also knowns as reviewers), before the change can be integrated in production. Previous research on three popular open-source software projects has found that three to five reviewers are involved in each review [44]. Using a software review tool, the reviewers and the author conduct an asynchronous online discussion to collectively judge whether the proposed code change is of sufficiently high quality and adheres to the guidelines of the project. In widespread code review tools, reviewers’ comments are immediately visible as they are written by their authors; could this visibility bias the other reviewers’ judgment?

If we consider the peer review setting for scientific articles, reviewers normally judge (at least initially) the merit of the submitted work independently from each other. The rationale behind such preference is to mitigate group members’ influences on each other that might lead to errors in the individual judgments [34]. It is reasonable to think that also in code review, the visibility of existing review comments made by other developers may affect one’s individual judgment, leading to an erroneous judgment.

An existing comment may prime new reviewers on a specific type of bug, due to the availability bias [30]. Availability bias is the tendency to be influenced by information that can be easily retrieved from memory (i.e., easy to recall) [21]. This bias is one of the many cognitive biases identified in psychology, sociology, and management research [30]. Cognitive biases are systematic deviations from optimal reasoning [30, 47, 48]. In the cognitive psychology literature, Kahneman and Tversky showed that humans are prone to availability bias [51]. For example one may avoid traveling by plane after having seen recent plane accidents on the news, or may see conspiracies everywhere as a result of watching too many spy movies [21]. Therefore, it seems fitting to imagine that a reviewer may be biased toward a certain bug type, by readily seeing another reviewer’s comment on such a bug type. This bias would likely result in a distorted code review outcome.

In this paper, we present a controlled experiment we devised and conducted to test the current code review setup and reviewers’ proneness to availability bias. More specifically, we examine whether priming a reviewer on a bug type (achieved by showing an existing review comment) biases the outcome of code review.

Our experiment was completed by 85 developers, 73% of which reported to have at least three years of professional development experience. We required each developer to conduct a code review in which an existing comment was either shown (treatment group) or
Based on the availability bias literature, we expected the primed participants (treatment group) to be more likely to find the bug of the same type (as it is already available in memory), but less likely to find the other bug type (since distracted by the comment). Surprisingly, instead, our results show that—for three out of four bugs—the code review outcome does not change between the treatment and control groups. After testing our results for robustness, we could find no evidence indicating that, for these three bugs, the outcome of the review is biased in the presence of an existing review comment priming them on a bug type. Only for one bug type, though, we have strong evidence that the behavior of the reviewers changed: When the previous review comment was about a type of bug that is normally not considered during developers’ coding/review practices (i.e., checking for NullPointerException), the reviewers were more likely to find the same type of bug with a strong effect.

Overall, we interpret the results of our experiment as an indication that existing review comments do not act as negative primers, rather as positive reminders. As such, our experiment provides evidence that the current collaborative code review practice, adopted by most software projects, could be more beneficial than separate individual reviews, not only in terms of efficiency and social advantages, but also in terms of its effectiveness in finding bugs.

2 BACKGROUND AND RELATED WORK

In this section, we review the literature on human aspects in contemporary code review practices, as well as studies on scientific peer review. Subsequently, we provide background on cognitive biases in general and present relevant studies in Software Engineering (SE). We also provide a separate subsection on availability bias, which consists of some theoretical background and existing research on availability bias in SE.

2.1 Human aspects in modern code review

Past research has provided evidence that human factors determine code review performance to a significant degree and that code review is a collaborative process [3]. Empirical studies conducted at companies such as Google [41] and Microsoft [3] revealed that, besides finding defects and ensuring maintainability, motivations for reviewing code are knowledge transfer (e.g., education of junior developers) and improving shared code ownership, which is closely related to team awareness and transparency.

Besides being a collaborative activity, code review is also demanding from a cognitive point of view for the individual reviewer. A large amount of research is focused on improving code review tools and processes based on the assumption that reducing reviewers’ cognitive load improves their code review performance [7, 50]. For instance, Baum et al. [9] argue that the reviewer and review tool can be regarded as a joint cognitive system, also emphasizing the importance of off-loading cognitive process from the reviewer to the tool. Ebert et al. [16] conducted a study to understand the factors that confuse code reviewers through manual analysis of 800 comments from code review of the Android project, and later they built a series of automatic classifiers (e.g., Multinomial Naive Bayes, OneR) for identification of confusion in review comments. Baum et al. [8] conducted experiments to examine the association of working memory capacity and cognitive load with code review performance. They found that working memory capacity is associated with the effectiveness of finding de-localized defects. However, authors could not find substantial evidence on the influence of change part ordering on mental load or review performance. Spadini et al. [46] designed and conducted a controlled experiment to investigate whether examining changed test code before the changed production code (also known as Test Driven Code Review or TDR) affects code review effectiveness. According to the findings of Spadini et al., developers adopting TDR find the same amount of defects in production code, but more defects in test code and fewer maintainability issues in the production code.

Scientific peer review

Peer review is the main form of group decision making used to allocate scientific research grants and select manuscripts for publication. Many studies demonstrated that individual psychological processes are subject to social influences [15]. Such finding also points out some issues that might arise during group decision making. Experimental results obtained by Deutsch and Gerard [15] show that when a group situation is created, normative social influences grossly increase, leading to errors in individual judgment. Based on the findings of this study, it is emphasized that group consensus succeeds only if groups encourage their members to express their own, independent judgments. Therefore, one of the procedures for peer review of scientific research grant applications is ‘written individual review’ [34]. With this review procedure, reviewers judge the merit of a grant application in written form, independently of one another, before the final decision maker approves or rejects an application. Written individual review can mitigate the influence of reviewers on the way to reach a collective judgment. It is also used in scientific venues to eliminate biases. There is also another form of review procedure, namely panel peer review where a common
judgment is reached through mutual social exchange [34]. In panel peer review, a group of reviewers convene to jointly deliberate and judge the merit of an application before the funding decision is made. However, as also emphasized by Deutsch and Gerard [15], it is crucial to encourage individual members to express their own judgment without feeling under the pressure of normative social influences for proper functioning of group decision making.

### 2.3 Cognitive biases in software engineering

Cognitive biases are defined as systematic deviations from optimal reasoning [30, 47, 48]. In the past six decades, hundreds of empirical studies have been conducted showing the existence of various cognitive biases in humans’ thought processes [21, 48]. Although many theories explain why cognitive biases exist, Baron [6] stated that there is no evidence so far about the existence of a single reason or generative mechanism that can explain the existence of all cognitive bias types. Some theories see cognitive bias as the by-product of cognitive heuristics that humans developed due to their cognitive limitations (e.g., information processing power) and time pressure, whereas some relate them to emotions.

Human cognition is a crucial part of software engineering research since software is developed by people for people. In their systematic mapping study [30], Mohanini et al. report 37 different cognitive biases that have been investigated by software engineering studies so far. According to the results of this systematic mapping study, the cognitive biases that are most common in software engineering studies are anchoring bias, confirmation bias, and overconfidence bias. Anchoring bias results from forming initial estimates about a problem under uncertainty and focusing on these initial estimates without making sufficient modifications in the light of more recently acquired information [21, 47]. Anchoring bias has so far been studied in software engineering research within the scope of requirements elicitation [37], pair programming [19], software reuse [35], software project management [2], and effort estimation [25]. Confirmation bias is the tendency to search for, interpret, favor, and recall information in a way that affirms one’s prior beliefs or hypotheses [38]. The manifestations of confirmation bias during unit testing and how it affects software defect density have been widely studied in software engineering literature [11, 12, 24].

Any positive effect of experience on mitigation of confirmation bias has not been discovered so far [10]. However, in some studies, participants who have been trained in logical reasoning and hypothesis testing skills were manifested less tendency towards confirmatory behavior during software testing [10]. Ko and Myers identify confirmation bias among the cognitive biases that cause errors in programming systems [23]. Van Vliet and Tang indicate that during software architecture design, some organizations assign devil’s advocate so that one’s proposal is not followed without any questioning [52]. Overconfidence bias manifests when a person’s subjective confidence in their judgement is reliably greater than the objective accuracy of such a judgement [31]. This bias type has been studied within the context of pair programming [19], requirements elicitation [13] and project cost estimation [26].

**Availability bias.** Availability bias is the tendency to be influenced by information that can be easily retrieved from memory (i.e., easy to recall) [21]. The definition of availability bias was first formulated by Tversky and Kahneman [51], who conducted a series of experiments to explore this judgemental bias. However, including these original experiments, many psychology experiments do not go beyond comparing two groups (i.e., controlled and test group) to differ in availability. To the best of our knowledge, in cognitive psychology literature, the only experiment providing evidence for the mediating process that manifests availability bias was devised by Gabrelecik and Fazio, who employed (memory) priming as the mediating process [18].

Availability bias has also been studied in SE research. De Graaf et al. [14] examined software professionals’ strategies to search for documentation by using think-aloud protocols. Authors claim that using incorrect or incomplete set of keywords, or ignoring certain locations while looking for documents due to availability bias might lead to huge losses. Mohan and Jain [29] claim that while performing changes in design artifacts, developers—due to availability bias—might focus on their past experiences, since such info can be easily retrieved from developers’ memory. However, such information might be inconsistent with the current state of the software system. Mohan et al. [29] propose traceability among design artifacts as a solution to mitigate the negative effects of the availability bias and other cognitive biases (i.e., anchoring and confirmation bias). Robins and Redmiles [39] propose a software architecture design environment reporting that it supports designers by addressing their cognitive challenges, including availability bias. Jørgensen and Sjøberg [20] argue that while learning from software development experience, learning from the right experiences might be hindered due to availability bias. Authors suggest retaining post-mortem project reviews to mitigate negative effects of availability bias.

Overall, existing literature points to the potential risks associated with availability bias in SE. As our community has provided evidence that code review is a collaborative and cognitively demanding process and that the collaborative nature of code review also has the potential to affect individual reviewers’ cognition, availability bias could manifest itself during the code review process. This bias could hamper code review effectiveness. In our study, we aim to explore how existing review comments bias the code review outcome.

### 3 EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

In this section, we explain the design of our experiment.

#### 3.1 Research Questions and Hypotheses

The paper is structured along two research questions. By answering these research questions, we aim to understand to what extent contemporary code review is robust to reviewers’ availability bias, depending on the nature of the bug for which a previous comment exists on the code change. Our first research question and the corresponding hypotheses follow.

**RQ1. What is the effect of priming the reviewer with a bug type that is not normally considered?**
We hypothesize that an existing review comment about a bug type that reviewers do not usually consider (such as a null value passed as an argument [4, 7, 40, 42]) might prime the reviewers towards this bug type, so they find more of these bugs. Also, we hypothesize that—due to such priming—reviewers overlook bugs on which they were not primed. Hence, our formal hypotheses are:

\(H_{0,10}:\) Priming subjects with bugs they usually do not consider does not affect their performance in finding bugs of the same type.

\(H_{0,11}:\) Priming subjects with bugs they usually do not consider does not affect their performance in finding bugs they usually look for.

We also explore how priming on a bug that is usually considered during code reviews affects review performance. Therefore, our second research question is:

**RQ2:** What is the effect of priming the reviewer with a bug type that is normally looked for?

We hypothesize that also in the case of an existing review comment about a bug type that reviewers usually consider primes the reviewers towards this bug type, so that they find more of these bugs. Also, we expect primed reviewers to only look for the type of bugs on which they are primed, overlooking others. Hence, our formal hypotheses are:

\(H_{0,20}:\) Priming subjects with bugs they usually consider does not affect their performance in finding bugs of the same type.

\(H_{0,21}:\) Priming subjects with bugs they usually consider does not affect their performance in finding bugs they usually do not look for.

### 3.2 Experiment Design and Structure

To conduct the code review experiment and to assess participants’ proneness to availability bias, we extend the browser-based tool CRExperiment [43]. The tool allows us to (i) visualize and perform a code review, (ii) collect data through questions asking for subjects’ demographics information as well as data consisting of participants’ interactions with the tool, (iii) collect data to measure subjects’ proneness to availability bias, by using a memory priming set-up to trigger subjects’ use of availability heuristic that is followed by a survey. Both the priming set-up and the survey are inherited from a classic experiment in cognitive psychology literature that was designed by Gabrielcik and Fazio [18].

**Code Review Experiment Overview.** For the code review experiment, we follow independent measures design [22] augmented with some additional phases. The following stages in the browser-based tool correspond to the code review experiment:

1. **Welcome Page:** The welcome page provides participants with information about the experiment. This page also aims to avoid demand characteristics [33], which are cues and hints that can make the participants aware of the goals of this research study leading to change in their behaviour during the experiment. For this purpose, we do not inform the participants about the full purpose of the experiment, rather they are only told that the experiment aims to compare code review performance under different circumstances. Before starting the experiment, the subjects are also asked for their informed consent.

2. **Participants’ Demographics:** On the next page, subjects are asked questions to collect demographic information as well as confounding factors, such as: (i) gender, (ii) age, (iii) proficiency in the English language, (iv) highest obtained education degree, (v) main role, (vi) years of experience in software development, (vii) current frequency in software development, (viii) years of experience in Java programming, (ix) years of experience in doing code reviews, (x) current frequency of doing code reviews, and (xi) the number of hours subjects worked that day. It is kept mandatory that subjects answer these questions before proceeding to the next page where they will receive more information about the code review experiment they are about to take part in. We ask these questions to measure subjects’ real, relevant, and recent experience. Collecting such data helps us to identify which portion of the developer population is represented by subjects who take part in our experiment [17].

3. **Actual Experiment:** Each participant is then asked to perform a code review and is randomly assigned to one of the following two treatments:
   - **Pr (primed)**—The subject is given a code change to review where there exists a review comment (made by a previous reviewer) about a bug in the code. The test group of our experiment comprises the subjects who are assigned to this treatment.
   - **NPr (not–primed)**—The subject is given a code change to review. In the code change, there are no comments made by any other reviewers. The control group of our experiment comprises the subjects who are assigned to this treatment.

   More specifically, the patch to review contains three bugs: two of the same type (i.e., BugA) and one of a different type (i.e., BugB). In the **Pr** group, the review starts with a comment made by any other reviewer showing that one instance of BugA is present. The participant is then asked to continue the review. In the **NPr** group, the review starts without comments. The comments shown to the participants in the **Pr** group were written by the authors, and the wording was refined with the feedback from the pilots (Section 3.5). Each participant is asked to take the task very seriously. More specifically, we ask them to find as many defects as possible and, like in real life, spend as little time as possible on the review. However, unlike in real life, we ask them not to pay attention to maintainability or design issues, but only in correctness issues (“bugs”). For example, we discard comments regarding variable namings or small refactorings.

4. **Interruptions during the Experiment:** Immediately after completing the code review, the participants are asked whether they were interrupted during the task and for how long.

5. **Follow-up Questions:** In the last page of the code review experiment, the participants are shown the code change they just reviewed together with the bugs disclosed: For each bug, we show it and explain why it is a defect and in what cases
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Instructions

We are now going to show you the code changes to review. The old version of the code is on the left, the new version is on the right.

For the scientific validity of this experiment, it is vital that the review task is taken very seriously.

- Like in real life, you should find as many defects as possible and you should spend as little time as possible on the review.
- Unlike in real life, we are not interested in maintainability or design issues, but only in correctness issues ("bugs").

For example, a remark like the following is beyond the goal of the review: "Create a new class which is implemented by runnbar interface that we can access multiple times." Instead, what we are interested in are the defects that make the code not work as intended under all circumstances.

Please assure that the code compiles and that the tests pass.

You will see that a previous reviewer already put a comment in line 23. You are now asked to continue with your review.

To add a review, click on the corresponding line number. To delete a review mark, click on it again and delete the remark’s text.

Assessment of Proneness to Availability Bias.

The code review experiment is followed by a set-up that primes participants’ memory to trigger availability bias. This set-up serves as a mediating process to manipulate availability bias so that we can measure the extent to which each subject is prone to this type of cognitive bias.

To measure this phenomenon, we inherited the test part of the controlled experiment of Gabrielcik and Fazio [18]. In the original experiment, the difference in the results of control and test groups showed that memory priming triggered the participants’ availability bias. There are three reasons why we selected this experiment for assessing the proneness to availability bias: (i) To the best of our knowledge, it is the only experiment where the underlying cognition mechanism (i.e., memory priming) that triggers availability bias is explicitly devised; (ii) memory priming mechanism is also employed in code review experiment to trigger participants’ availability bias; and (iii) survey in the original experiment makes it possible to quantitatively assess participants’ proneness to availability bias. Therefore, the remaining stages in the browser-based tool comprise the following:

(1) Welcome Page: We provide a second welcome page in which, to avoid demand characteristics [33], the participants are told that they are about to participate in an experiment that aims to explore software engineers’ attention by testing a set of visual stimuli, instead of the actual goal.

(2) Warm-up Session: We proceed with a warm-up session in which participants are asked to focus on a series of 20 words flashing once each on the screen. The words are randomly selected from the English dictionary, and none of them contain the letter ‘T’. Each word flashes for 300 ms. At the end of the warm-up, we ask the participants to write three words they have seen and recall, and to make a guess if they do not remember them.

(3) Actual Psychology Experiment: After the warm-up, we proceed with the actual psychology experiment: this time, we show two series of 20 words, all of them including the...
letter ‘T’. This time words flash at a faster rate, i.e., 150ms, to avoid that the participants consciously recognize that the words have the letter ‘T’ so often, which would bias their last task [18]. After each series, we ask the participant to write three words they have seen and recall, and to make a guess if they do not remember them.

(4) **Measuring Proneness to Availability Bias:** The last task of the participants is to answer 15 questions, which ask to compare the frequency words for a given pair of letters in the English dictionary. For example, given the question “Do more words contain T or S”, participants responded on a 9-point scale, with one end labeled “Many more contain T” and the other “Many more contain S”. Our main goal is to measure the extent to which each subject is prone to availability bias. Hence, in 5 of the 15 questions we ask whether in the English dictionary there are more words containing the letter ‘T’ or another random letter. As in the experiment of Gabrieličik and Fazio [18], we expect the participants to indicate that there are more words containing the letter ‘T’ (even though this is not the case) since they were primed in step 3. The other 10 questions are used to prevent the participants from understanding the actual aim of the study.

### 3.3 Objects

The objects of the study are represented by the code changes (or patch, for brevity) to review, and the bugs that we selected and injected, which must be discovered by the participants.

**Patches.** To avoid giving some developers an advantage, the two patches are not selected from open-source software projects, hence they are not known to any of the participants. To maintain the difficulty of the code review reasonable (after all, developers are used to review only the codebase on which they work every day), we screen many websites that offer Java exercises searching for exercises that are: (1) neither too trivial nor too complicated (based on our experience teaching programming to students), (2) self-contained, and (3) do not rely on special technologies or frameworks/libraries.

After several brainstorming sessions among the authors, only two exercises satisfied these goals and were selected.

**Defects.** Code review is a well-established and widely adopted practice aimed at maintaining and promoting software quality [3, 41]. There are different reasons on why developers adopt this practice, but one of the main ones is to detect defects [3]. Hence, in our experiment we manually seed bugs (functional defects) in the code. More specifically, we seed two different types of bugs: one that could cause a NullPointerException (BugA), and one that could cause the return of a wrong value (BugB).

The bugs were injected in the code as follows:

- In Patch1, we inject two BugA and one BugB (the priming is done on BugA).
- In Patch2, we inject two BugB and one BugA (the priming is done on BugB).

The NullPointerException (BugA) in the first change was on the passed parameters. As reported by white [7] and gray literature [4, 40, 42], developers are not used to check for this kind of errors in code review, because they expect the caller to make sure the parameters are not null; hence, we use it as the **not normally considered bug** that we investigate in RQ1. Instead, BugA in the second change (RQ2) does not regard a parameter, to make sure that it is bug type that normally developers look for in a review.

### 3.4 Variables and Measurement Details

We aim to investigate whether participants that are primed on a specific type of bug are more likely to capture only that type of bug. To understand whether the subjects did find the bug (i.e., the value for our dependent variables), we proceed with the following steps: (1) the first author of this paper manually analyzes all the remarks added by the participants (each remark is classified as identifying a bug or being outside of the study’s scope), then (2) the authors cross-validate the results with the answer given by the participants (as explained in Section 3.2, after the experiment the participants had to indicate whether they captured the bugs).

In Table 1, we represent all the variables of our model. The main independent variable of our experiment is the treatment (Pr or NPr). We consider the other variables as control variables, which also include the time spent on the review, the participant’s role, years of experience in Java and Code Review, and tiredness. Finally, we run a logistic regression model similar to the one used by McIntosh et al. [28] and Spadini et al. [46]. To ensure that the selected logistic regression model is appropriate for the available data, we first (1) compute the Variance Inflation Factors (VIF) as a standard test for multicollinearity, finding all the values to be below 3 (values should be below 10), thus indicating little or no multicollinearity among the independent variables, (2) a run multilevel regression model to check whether there is a significant variance among reviewers, but we found little to none, thus indicating that a single level regression model is appropriate, and, finally, (4) when building the model we added the independent variables step-by-step and found that the coefficients remained stable, thus further indicating little to no interference among the variables. For convenience, we include the script to our publicly available replication package [45].

**Availability bias score.** We calculate availability bias scores as in the original experiment by Gabrieličik and Fazio [18]. The frequency comparisons on the 9-point scale were scored by assignments of a value between +4 and −4. Positive numbers were assigned for ratings indicating that letter ‘T’ was contained in more words than the other letter, while negative numbers were assigned in favour of the other letter. We calculated the availability bias score for each participant as the average (and also median) of values for the 5 relevant questions.

### 3.5 Pilot Runs

As the first version of the experiment was ready, we started conducting pilot runs to (1) verify the absence of technical errors in the online platform, (2) check the ratio with which participants were able to find the injected bugs regardless of their treatment group, (3) tune the experiment on the proneness to availability bias (in terms of flashing speed and number of words to ask), (4) verify the understandability of the instructions as well as the user interface, and (5) gather qualitative feedback from the participants. We conducted three different pilot runs, for a total of 20 developers. The participants were recruited through the professional network of the study authors to ensure that they would take the task seriously and
Table 1: Variables used in the statistical model.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Metric</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>FoundPrimed</td>
<td>The participant found the bug that was primed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FoundNotPrimed</td>
<td>The participant found the bug that was not primed</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Independent Variable</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Treatment</td>
<td>Type of the treatment (Pr or NPr)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Control Variables</th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>Gender of the participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age</td>
<td>Age of the participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LevelOfEducation</td>
<td>Highest achieved level of education</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Role</td>
<td>Role of the participant</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProfDevExp</td>
<td>Years of experience as professional developer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JavaExp</td>
<td>Years of experience in java</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProgramPractice</td>
<td>How often they program</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReviewPractice</td>
<td>How often they perform code review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReviewExp</td>
<td>Years of experience in code review</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkedHours</td>
<td>Hours the participant worked before performing the experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tired</td>
<td>How tired was the participant at the moment of taking the experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stressed</td>
<td>How stressed was the participant at the moment of taking the experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruptions</td>
<td>For how long the participant was interrupted during the experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalDuration</td>
<td>Total duration of the experiment</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PsychoExpIsPrimed</td>
<td>Whether the participant was primed in the psychology experiment</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(*) see Figure 2 for the scale

provide feedback on their experience. No data gathered from the 20 participants to the pilot was considered in the final experiment.

After each pilot run, we inspected the results and the qualitative feedback we received and discussed extensively among the authors to verify whether parts of the experiment should have been changed. After the third run, the required changes were minimal, and we considered the experiment ready for its main run.

3.6 Recruiting Participants

The experiment was spread out through practitioners blogs and web forums (e.g., Reddit) and through direct contacts from the professional network of the study authors, as well as the authors’ social media accounts on Twitter and Facebook. We did not reveal the aim of the experiment. To provide a small incentive to participate, we introduced a donation-based incentive of five USD to a charity per valid respondent.

4 THREATS TO VALIDITY

Construct Validity. Threats to construct validity concern our research instruments. To measure the extent to which subjects are prone to availability bias, we used the memory priming mechanism and the survey that was employed in an experiment designed and conducted by Gabrielcik and Fazio, in cognitive psychology literature [18]. Data obtained from the controlled experiment that Gabrielcik and Fazio conducted provide direct evidence that memory priming can be a mediating process to trigger availability bias.

The remaining constructs we use are defined in previous publications, and we reuse the existing instruments as much as possible. For instance, the tool employed for the online experiment is based on similar tools used in earlier works [9, 46].

To avoid problems with experimental materials, we employed a multi-stage process: After tests among the authors, we conducted three experiments with ≈7 subjects each time (for a total of 20 pilots) with external participants. After each pilot session, we made corrections to the experiment based on the feedback from the subjects of the pilot, materials were checked by the authors one more time before we launched the actual experiment.

Regarding defects and code changes, the first author prepared the code changes and corresponding test codes as well as injecting the defects into these code changes. These were later checked by the other authors. Code change and corresponding test code were on the same page, and subjects had to scroll down to proceed to the next page of the online experiment. In this way, we aimed to ensure that subjects saw the test code. Test code were added to make the experiment closer to a real world scenario.

A major threat is that the artificial experiment created by us could differ from a real-world scenario. We mitigated this issue by (1) re-creating as close as possible a real code change (for example, submitting test code and documentation together with the production code), and (2) using an interface that is identical to the common Code Review tool Gerrit [1] (both our tool and Gerrit use Mergely [36] to show the diff, also using the same color scheme).

Internal Validity. Threats to internal validity concern factors that might affect the cause and effect relationship that is investigated through the experiment. Due to the online nature of the experiment, we cannot ensure that our subjects conducted the experiments with the same set-up (e.g., noise level and web searches), however we argue that developers in real world settings also have a multi-fold of tools and environments. Moreover, to mitigate the possible threat posed by missing control over subjects, we included some questions to characterize our sample (e.g., experience, role, and education).

To prevent duplicate participation, we adjusted the settings of the online experiment platform so that each subject can take the experiment only once. To exclude participants who did not take the experiment seriously, we screened each review and we did not consider experiments without any comments in the review, that took less than five minutes to be completed, or that were not completed at all.

Furthermore, several background factors (e.g., age, gender, experience, education) may have impact on the results. Hence, we collected all such information and investigated how these factors affect the results by conducting statistical tests.

External Validity. Threats to external validity concerns the generalizability of results. To have a diverse sample of subjects (representative of the overall population of software developers who
employ contemporary code review, we invited developers from several countries, organizations, education levels, and background.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Role</th>
<th>67%</th>
<th>9%</th>
<th>9%</th>
<th>6%</th>
<th>9%</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Programmer</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Researcher</td>
<td>57</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ph.D.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Distribution of participants ($N = 85$) across the various treatment groups.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Primed (Pr)</th>
<th>Not Primed (NPr)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CodeChange1</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CodeChange2</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>47</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Odds ratio for capturing the primed and not primed bug in the test (Pr) and control (NPr) group.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Primed (Pr)</th>
<th>Not Primed (NPr)</th>
<th>Total</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Found</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not found</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds Ratio: 12.19</td>
<td>(2.19, 67.94)</td>
<td>$p &lt; 0.001$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Not found</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Odds Ratio: 0.43</td>
<td>(0.09, 2.00)</td>
<td>$p = 0.275$</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.2 RQ2. Priming a not commonly reviewed bug

To investigate our first research question, the participants in our test group (Pr) are primed on a NullPointerException (NPE) bug in a method’s parameter. We expect this type of bug to be missed by most not primed reviewer, because normally reviewers would assume that parameters are checked from the calling function [4, 40, 42].

Table 3 reports the results of the experiment by treatment group. From the first part of the table (primed bug), we can notice that participants in the Pr group found the other NPE bug 62% of the times, while participants in the NPr group only 11%. Expressed in odds, this result means that the NPE defect is 12 times more likely to be found by a participant in the Pr group. The main reasons reported by the participants in the NPr group for missing this bug are that (1) they were too focused on the logic and not thoroughly enough when it comes the corner cases, (2) did not put attention to the fact that Integer could be null, and (3) that they generally do not check for NPE, but assume to not receive a wrong object as an input.

As expected, even though NullPointerException has been reported to be the most common bug in Java programs [53], developers stated they rarely sanity check the Object. However, as shown in Table 3, the result drastically changes when a previous reviewer points out that an NPE could be raised: in this case, many of the participants in the Pr group looked for other NPE bugs in the code.

When we look at whether the Pr group was primed by the previous reviewer comment (hence whether they were able to capture the bug because of they have been primed), we have that 40% indicated they were 'Extremely influenced', 40% were 'Very influenced' and 20% instead were 'Somewhat influenced'. Hence, the reviewers perceived to have been influenced by the existing comment.

We find a statistically significant relationship ($p < 0.001$, assessed using $\chi^2$) of strong positive strength ($\phi = 0.5$) between the
presence of the comment and whether the same type of bug was found. Therefore, we can reject $H_{010}$.

Considering the second part of Table 3, we see that the not primed bug was found by both groups (Pr and NPr) at similar rate. For the former, participants found it 66% of the times, while in the NPr they found it 82% of the times. As shown in the table, the difference is not statistically significant ($p = 0.275$).

When looking at the participants’ comments on why they missed this bug, we have that the main reasons are (1) that they forgot to try the specific corner case, and (2) that they assumed tests were covering all the corner cases. The reasons for not capturing the defects were similar in both groups. Given this result, we cannot reject $H_{011}$. Priming the participants on a specific type of bug did **not** prevent them from capturing the other type of bug.

In Table 4 we show the result of our statistical model, taking into account the characteristics of the participants and reviews. The model confirms the result shown in Table 3: even taking into account all the variables, the **isPrimed** variable is statistically significant exclusively for the primed bug. The other variable statistically significant in the model is 'Interruptions', that is the number of times the participant has been interrupted during the experiment: the estimate has a negative value, which means the higher the number of 'Interruptions', the lower the number of bugs captured, as one can expect.

For the not primed bug instead, none of the variables are statistically significant (with 'TotalDuration' and 'ReviewExp' are slightly significant, with $p < 0.1$)

**Finding 1.** Reviewers primed on a bug that is not commonly considered are more likely to find other occurrences of this type of bugs. However, this does not prevent them in finding also other types of bugs.

### Table 4: Regressions for primed and not primed bugs.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Primed bug Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Not primed bug Estimate</th>
<th>S.E.</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
<td>0.704</td>
<td>4.734</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.893</td>
<td>4.093</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsPrimed</td>
<td>3.627</td>
<td>1.320</td>
<td>**</td>
<td>-1.199</td>
<td>1.073</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalDuration</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>0.002</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.003</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProfDevExp</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.557</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.503</td>
<td>0.554</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProgramPractice</td>
<td>-0.096</td>
<td>0.828</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.243</td>
<td>0.736</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReviewExp</td>
<td>-0.070</td>
<td>0.630</td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.813</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReviewPractice</td>
<td>-1.152</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td></td>
<td>1.243</td>
<td>0.643</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tired</td>
<td>-0.834</td>
<td>0.832</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.517</td>
<td>0.651</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkedHours</td>
<td>-0.069</td>
<td>0.196</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.305</td>
<td>0.207</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruptions</td>
<td>-1.752</td>
<td>0.758</td>
<td>*</td>
<td>-0.715</td>
<td>0.444</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>... (†)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 5.** Participants in both groups found the primed bug ~50%. Indeed, the difference is not statistically significant ($p = 0.344$). If we consider whether the test group was primed by the previous reviewer comment, 50% of the participants reported that they were 'Extremely influenced', 10% was 'Somewhat influenced' and 40% was slightly or not influenced; thus suggesting that even the reviewers noticed a lower influence from this comment, even though it was of the same type as one of the other two bugs in the same code change.

Among the main reasons for missing the bug, participants mainly stated that (1) the tests drove them to not remember that corner case, and (2) they focused more on the first one. Hence, given this result we can conclude that the participants who saw the review comment did **not** find the similar bug more often than the participants that did not see the review comment.

In the second part of Table 5, we indicate whether the participants were able to find the not primed bug. Both the test and control group are very similar in this case, too. Indeed, in both groups the bug is found around 50% of the times and the difference is not statistically significant. When looking at the participants’ comments on why they missed this bug, the main reasons they state are (1) that they were too focused on capturing algorithmic bugs without paying attention to NPE, and (2) that, as in the previous RQ, they did not put attention to the fact that Integer could be null.

Given these results, we cannot reject $H_{020}$ nor $H_{021}$.

In Table 6, we show the result when controlling for other variables. Our dependent variable **isPrimed** is not statistically significant. However, we see that 'TotalDuration' (i.e., the time required by the developer to complete the code review) is statistically significant and in the expected direction. For the NPr group, the only variable that is significant is 'ReviewPractice' (i.e., the average number of time the participant perform code reviews). Both these results are in line with what found in previous research [8].

**Finding 2.** Reviewers primed on an algorithmic bug perceive in influence, but are as likely as the others to find algorithmic bugs. Furthermore, primed participants did not capture fewer bugs of the other type.

#### 5.3 RQ2. Priming on an algorithmic bug

To investigate our second research question, the participants in our test group (Pr) are primed on an algorithmic bug, more specifically a corner case (CC) bug. The result of this experiment is shown in
5.4 Robustness Testing

In the previous sections, we presented the results of our study on whether and to what extent reviewers can be primed during code review by showing an existing code review comment. Surprisingly, the results showed that many of our hypotheses were not satisfied: in our experiment, only in one case primed reviewers captured more bugs than the not primed group; in all the other cases, reviewers from both groups could capture the same bugs.

To further challenge the validity of these findings, in this section, we employ robustness testing [32]. For this purpose, we test whether the results we obtained by our baseline model hold when we systematically replace the baseline model specification with the following plausible alternatives.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 6: Regressions for primed and not primed bugs.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Primed bug Estimate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intercept</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IsPrimed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TotalDuration</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProgDevExp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ProgramPractice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReviewExp</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ReviewPractice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tired</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WorkedHours</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interruptions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Not enough participants. Another possibility of why we do not find a difference is that we did not have enough participants. Even though 85 participants is quite large in comparison to many experiments in software engineering [8] and we tried to design an experiment that would create a strong signal, we cannot rule out that the significance was missing due to the number of participants. However, even if the results were statistically significant (assuming we had the same ratios, but an order of magnitude more of participants), the size of the effect (calculated using the $\phi$ coefficient) would be 'none to very negligible'. This suggests that there was no emerging trend and that, even having more participants, we could have probably obtained a significant, yet trivial effect.

Some participants did not perform the task seriously. Finally, one of the reasons why we did not confirm most of our hypotheses could be that some participants did not take the task seriously, hence they might have performed poorly and have altered the results. Having used a random assignment and having a reasonably large number of participants, we have no reason to think that one group had more ‘lazy’ participants than the others. Moreover, as we discussed in Section 3, to exclude participants who did not take the experiment seriously, we filtered out experiments without any comments in the review (even if there were comments, the first author manually validated them to check whether they were appropriate and they were/not capturing a bug); we also did not consider reviews that took less than five minutes to be completed, or that were not completed at all (maybe because the participant left after few minutes).

Alternatively, it would be possible that participants who were more serious focused more and found more bugs (regardless of the priming), while less serious ones would just find one and leave the experiment. To test also this possibility, we compared the likelihood of a participant in finding a second bug when a first one was found. Also in this case, we did not find any statistically significant effect, thus ruling out this hypothesis as well.

6 DISCUSSIONS

We discuss the main implications and results of our study.

Robustness of code review against availability bias. The current code review practice expects reviewers to review and comment on the code change asynchronously, and reviewers’ comments are immediately visible to both the author and other reviewers.

One of the main hypotheses we stated in our study is that the code review outcome is biased because reviewers are primed by the visibility of existing comment on a bug. Indeed, if reviewers get primed by previously made comments about some bug(s), then they could find more bugs of that specific type while overlooking other types of bugs. This would, in turn, undermine the effectiveness of the code review process, creating a demand for a different approach.
To create a different approach, one might consider adopting a review method similar to that of scientific venues where reviewers do not see the comments of the other reviewers until they submit their review. Even though this strategy would reduce the transparency of the code review process undermining knowledge transfer, team awareness, as well as shared code ownership, and would probably lead to a loss in review efficiency due to duplicate bug detection, it would be necessary if the biasing effect of other reviewers’ comments would be strong.

Our experiment results show that the participants in the test group were positively influenced by the existing comment on the code change so that they could capture more bugs of the same type. However, unexpectedly, they were still able to capture the bugs of the different type as the control group did. Like any human, reviewers are also prone to availability bias [21] to various extents. However, our results did not find evidence of a strong negative effect of reviewers’ availability bias. Therefore, our data does not provide any evidence that would justify a change in the current code review practices.

Existing comments on normally not considered bugs act as (positive) reminders rather than (negative) primers. Surprisingly, participants in the test group who were primed with the algorithmic bug type (more specifically, a corner case bug) detected the same amount of corner case and NullPointerException (NPE) bugs as the participants in the control group. However, participants who were primed with a bug that is normally not considered in review (i.e., NPE) were 12 times more likely to capture this type of bug, than the participants of the control group.

This result shows that existing reviewer comments on code change seem to support recalling (i.e., act as a reminder), rather than distracting the reviewer. As previously mentioned in section 5.2, participants in the test group indicated that they were focused on to the corner cases in the code change and did not put attention to the possibility that Integer could be null. Such feedbacks are in-line with the possible existence of anchoring bias [21, 47].

It is likely that the existence of a reviewer comment on an uncommon bug had a de-biasing effect on the participants in the test group (i.e., mitigated the participants’ bias). In software engineering literature, there are empirical studies on practitioners’ anchoring bias. For instance, Pitts and Brown [37] provide procedural prompts during requirements elicitation to aid analysts not anchoring on currently available information. According to the findings by Jain et al. [19], pair programming novices tend to anchor to their initial solutions due to their inability to identify such a wider range of solutions. However, to the best of our knowledge, there are no studies on anchoring bias within the context of code reviews. Therefore, further research is required to investigate underlying cognition mechanisms that can explain why existing reviewer comments on the unexpected bug act as reminders.

7 CONCLUSIONS

We investigated robustness of peer code review against reviewers’ proneness to availability bias. For this purpose, we conducted an online experiment with 85 participants. Although the majority of the participants (i.e., ≈70%) were assessed to be prone to availability bias (median = 3.8, max = 4), we did not observe any priming effect of existing review comments on bugs. However, reviewers primed on bugs not normally considered in code review were more likely to find more of this type of bugs. Hence, existing comments on this type of bugs acted as reminders rather than primers.
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